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Update from the
Bryden Centre staff
As of November, we would like to welcome our new
Finance Manager, Naomi Boyd!
If you wish to contact her, please do so via email at
N.Boyd@qub.ac.uk or telephone at 02890976505.

An Eventful 2018
We are almost in a new year at the Bryden Centre,
and we have accomplished a lot this year!

Naomi has been previously working at Queen's
University in the Research Finance department, and
is looking forward to joining us in the Bryden Centre!

We have now successfully recruited 29 students
across the consortium between 2017 and 2018, with
our last recruits starting this December.

-----In terms of social media, the Bryden Centre is
gaining some momentum on all 3 main channels,
however if you have not yet liked/followed us, click
om the links below!

If you wish to see all of our students and their
projects, head over to our
website: https://www.brydencentre.com/ and click
"Downloads".

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram
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Bryden
Centre's
future
leaders...
As mentioned before, we now have 29 students
on board the Bryden Centre ship!
Our research focuses on harnessing the power of
the sea, cultivating the power of the land, and
working with the environment.

Our first cohort of students and some of our
second cohort partook in the first summer school
this past September at Queen's University

As part of our constant dissemination efforts to

Belfast.

promote the Bryden Centre and its innovations,

This summer school started with a 3-day Micro-

our team has been seen exhibiting at or

MBA programme, delivered by the William J

attending several events in this last half of

Clinton Leadership Institute, encompassing

2018.

some decision-making exercises, negotiation

You might have seen us there:

skills, and a project presentation. Their 4th day

- Science & Stormont, Oct 18, Belfast

was spent visiting Queen's Marine Laboratory in

- Ocean Energy Europe, Oct 18, Edinburgh

Portaferry and the agriAD plant in Banbridge,

- Future of Biogas, Nov 18, London

whilst their 5th and final day involved a Student

- CASE Researchers Forum, Nov 18, Belfast

Council meeting.

- International Tidal Energy Summit - Nov 18,
London
Our 2019 event calendar is currently being
reviewed, and we will advertise our future
exhibitions on our website under "Events."

It's not about
ideas. It's about
making ideas
happen.

